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Learning Objectives

➢After this session, students should be able to:

• Understand the fundamental concepts of a Rigid 
Body.

• Understand  basic properties of Theorems on 
momentum of inertia.

• Understand the concept Theorem of perpendicular 
axes 



➢ Theorems on momentum of inertia : 

1) Theorem of parallel axes:

Statement: The moment of inertia of a body about

any axes is equal to the sum of the moments of

inertia of the body about a parallel axes trough the

centre of gravity and the product of its mass and the

square of the distance between the two axes.

I =  Ig + M r2



Where Ig = ∑mx2 -moment of inertia of the body about CD 

passing through the centre of gravity(G), 

m is the mass of the body, r is the perpendicular distance 

between the two axes.

I =  Ig + M r2



Proof:

Consider a body of mass ‘M’ whose centre of gravity is at 

‘G’. Let the body can rotate about an axes ‘AB’ passing 

through ‘O’. Let ‘I’  be the moment of inertia of the body  

about ‘AB’.

‘CD’ is another axes parallel to ‘AB’ and passing through  G’ 

.Let ‘r’ be the distance between the two axes. Let ‘P’ be a 

particle of mass ‘M’ at a distance ‘x’ from the axes ‘CD

Moment of inertia (M,I) of ‘P’ about AB = m ( r + x)2  
→(1)



M.I. of entire body about AB is     I = ∑ m (r+x)2  

I = ∑ m (r2+x2+2xr)  =  ∑mr2 + ∑mx2 + 2r ∑mx

Here, ∑m = M  total mass of the body  

and ∑ mx2 = Ig is moment of inertia of the body  about 

‘CD’ passing through centre of gravity.

∑mx = 0  Here this algebraic sum of  moment of all the 

particles about ‘CD’ passing through ‘G’ but the body can 

be balanced at ‘G’ . Hence,     ∑mx = 0

∴ I = Ig + Mr2



➢ Theorem of perpendicular axes :

Statement: Moment of inertia of a plane lamina 

about an axes perpendicular to its plane is equal 

to the sum of the moments of inertia about two 

axes , at right angles to each other at point in its 

own plane and intersect each other at point 

where the perpendicular axes passes through it.

𝐼𝑍 = 𝐼𝑋 + 𝐼𝑌





Consider a plane lamina in which OX and OY are two 

perpendicular axes intersecting at ‘O’. Let OZ be axis 

through ‘O’ and the right angle of the plane lamina.

Let Ix ,Iy, Iz,  be the moment of inertia of the lamina about 

X,Y, Z axes.

Let P (x,y) be a particle of mass ‘M’ at a distance ‘r’ from OZ.

Moment of inertia of ‘P’ particle about ‘OZ’ = mr2 
→ (1)

Moment of inertia of the entire lamina about OZ is  

Iz =  ∑mr2 



from fig: 𝐫
𝟐
= 𝐱

𝟐
+ 𝐲

𝟐

Iz = ∑mx2 + ∑my2     

Iz = Ix + Iy

Where Ix = ∑mx2 and     

Iy = ∑my2



Multiple Choice Questions

The unit of moment of inertia 

A. kg/m2

B. kg-m2

C. m4

D. m3

Answer:(b)



Multiple Choice Questions

The unit of inertia 

A. kg/m

B. kg/m2

C. kg-m2

D. kg

Answer:(d)



Multiple Choice Questions

The moment of inertia of a thin spherical shell is

A. Mr4/2

B. Mr2

C. 2/3 Mr2

D. 2/5 Mr2

Answer:(c)



Multiple Choice Questions

What is the formula of theorem of perpendicular axis?

a) Iz = Ix – Iy

b) Iz = Ix + Ah2

c) Iz – Ix = Iy

d) None of the mentioned

Answer:(c)



Work Sheet
• Two mark questions: 

1. Derive the expression for Theorems on momentum of 

inertia

2.  Derive Theorem of perpendicular axes 

• Reference Books:

• 1. Elements of Properties of Matter – By D.S.Mathur

• 2. Physics for Degree Students - B.Sc First Year - By  C.L.Arora , P.S. Hemne

• 3. College Physics-Vol-1 By N .Sundar Rajan and others


